
Making Our Earth: Origins of the Solar System 

The Big History of our Planet 

– The 4th threshold 



From the last lecture we have learnt that: 
Stars are manufacturers of heavier elements via nucleosynthesis 



With new elements you can make new types of matter in different 
forms: snowflakes (H20), silica dust, complex organic molecules….. 



With these new materials you can make  
comets, asteroids and… terrestrial “rocky” planets  

Rocky planets like our young Earth are  

particularly interesting 



Rocky planets are even more chemically interesting! 



The Payoff to the Last Lecture 

• Don’t think you can understand human 
society and human history without 
understanding our universe: 
– The energy that drives human society 

– And swings our planet around the sun 

– And makes the elements from which we are made 

– ALL higher atomic number elements came from 
stars via nucleosynthesis 

• As Carl Sagan said: we are stardust 

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap140202.html  



The 4th Threshold 

• Threshold 4: Our Sun and Solar System 

– A new threshold because … 

• Planets (particularly rocky planets) are chemically 
richer and more complex than stars 

• Their surfaces provide ideal conditions for the 
formation of new types of materials 

• At least one planet has nurtured even more 
complex things: living organisms! 



Creation of our Sun and 
Solar System 

The first stars and galaxies 
appeared about 560 Million 
years after the Big Bang 

Big Bang 

Shifting Scales: in Time 
from 13 billion years to 4.5 billion years 

Today 

Star formation 
Element creation 



Our Sun 
photographed in ultra-violet 





An Ordinary Star 

• The Solar System is a by-product of star 
formation 

– Similar processes throughout the Universe 

• Our Sun: 

– Created like all other stars 

– In the gravitational collapse of a cloud of 
matter, a ‘SOLAR NEBULA’ 

– BUT … this cloud was different from the very 
earliest clouds. How? 



It Was More ‘Metallic’ 

• The 1st stars made from H  
and He: no ‘metals’ 

• Composition of our solar nebula 

– 70% hydrogen; 27% helium + … 3% ‘metal’  

– 1.5% oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, iron, etc. 

• C(H)ON (Carbon, Oxygen, Nitrogen) the vital ingredients for 
life on earth (atomic numbers up to 26 [iron]) 

– 1.5% all other elements in the periodic table 



Kick Starting the Process with a 
Supernova 

• Meteorite evidence  

– Many meteorites contain remnants of 
radioactive elements that form in supernovae 

– That material dates from c. 4.6 billion years ago 

• i.e. a supernovae exploded near us 

– Shock waves may have triggered the collapse of 
the solar nebula 

Fragment of the Murchison meteorite 
that fell near Murchison, Victoria, 

Australia, Sept 1969 

 



The “Material 
Inequality”: 
How much of the Solar 
Nebula went into the Sun? 

• The Sun:  

– 99.9% of the material in the ‘Solar Nebula’ 

• The Leftovers:  

– The remaining 0.1% made up 

• planets  

• moons  

• comets 

• asteroids 

How much of the Solar Nebula went into the Sun?

Sun

Rest

The Sun 

The Rest 



Relative Sizes of Sun and planets 



How Did the Solar System Form? 
• As the solar nebula contracts, it spins,  

    like an ice skater 

• As it spins, it forms a flat disc 

– Like pizza dough 

– Because of centrifugal force 

• The disc contained gases, dust, ice 

– The material we find in comets today Salsomaggiore, Italy: 
Italy’s champion pizza 

makers 



 

Artist’s Impression of the Planetary Nebula Around the Young Sun 



Saturn backlit by the Sun 
A 60-image mosaic of Saturn in several wavelengths based on photos 

from the Cassini satellite  
http://www.universetoday.com/99073/gorgeous-new-backlit-view-of-saturn/  

Saturn’s rings give us 
some idea of what the 
early solar nebula was like 

Material orbited in 
distinct orbits to 
form planets 



The Outer and Inner Planets Were Different 

• The outer planets: Huge and gassy 

– A rocky, earth-sized core + huge amounts of lighter, gassy 
materials 

• The inner planets: Smaller and rocky 

– Only the rocky core 

• Why the difference? 

– Probably the heat of the new-born Sun drove lighter gases 
such as H and He away from inner orbits, leaving mostly 
heavier elements 

– And large amounts of lighter gases gathered where the 
gassy planets are 



Two Types of Planets:  
Large & Gassy or Small & Rocky 

Earth 

Venus 

Mars 

Jupiter 

Saturn 

Uranus 

Neptune 

Inner, rocky Planets 

Outer, gassy  

Planets 

Mercury 



Jupiter April 2014 

From Hubble telescope: http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap140517.html  



Neptune 



The Abundance of Elements in the Sun & 
Gassy Planets 

• Note H and He still dominant 

• And elements produced in dying large stars 



The Abundance of Elements in the Earth’s Crust 

• What’s odd? 
– Little H or He 

– concentration of 
heavier elements 

– chemical richness 

• Result?  
– Goldilocks 

conditions for Life! 



Mars, Typical of ‘Rocky’ Planets:  
elevation map showing where a northern ocean may have been 



MARS: A LESS FAMILIAR VIEW 

A 2008 photo from the Mars Reconnaissance Rover near Mars’ North Pole.  It covers 

about 1 kilometre and shows dark streaks of sand flowing down dunes of melting 

carbon dioxide ice. 
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap121125.html ; Image Credit: HiRISE, MRO, LPL (U. Arizona), NASA  



Stop Press: NASA announces water currently 
flows on Mars! 

www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-confirms-evidence-that-liquid-water-flows-on-today-s-mars 



“ACCRETION”:  
How The Rocky Planets Formed 

They Began Small & Grew! 

• Stage 1: sticking together 

– In each inner orbit, dust, ice and 
gas particles collided 

– Electrostatic forces stuck them 
together 

– To form snowball-like objects 

– Then larger objects bigger than 
1 km across: “planetesimals” 

106years 
107years 

10−6 𝑚 
1 − 100 𝑘𝑚 

Earth’s radius 

~ 6000 𝑘𝑚 



“ACCRETION”:  
How The Rocky Planets Formed 

They Began Small & Grew! 

• Stage 2: Planetesimals collided 
– As their gravitational pull 

increased 
– Large planetesimals drew in 

others 
• Stage 3: Forming planets, after c. 50 

million years 
– In each orbit, one planetesimal 

absorbed all the others to form 
Planets!   

– One to each orbit 

106years 
107years 

10−6 𝑚 
1 − 100 𝑘𝑚 

Earth’s radius 

~ 6000 𝑘𝑚 



Accretion: a violent process 

PHOBOS (one of main 
moons of Mars) 

• Largest of Mars’ 2 moons 

• “Stickney Crater”, 10 km 
across 

• Evidence of violent 
impacts 



What were planetesimals like? 
The Asteroid Belt? 

Is this what planetesimals looked like? 

Between Mars 

and Jupiter 

• A region in which accretion failed to create planets 

‒ Because of the huge gravitational pull of Jupiter 

• Accretion stalled; didn’t get beyond the stage of planetesimals 



Asteroid Vesta 
Photo from the US “Dawn satellite”, Aug. 2, 2011 

1st close study of the 2nd largest asteroid, twice the size of California 
The surface dates from the era of accretion 



Hyperion, one of Saturn’s moons 

Photographed by the 

Cassini satellite, 2005 

& 2010, 250 km across 

http://apod.nasa.gov/ap

od/ap130630.html  



Comets May Also Be 
Survivors of This Era 

On Jan 2, 2004, Stardust 
flew past comet Wild 2, 
collecting dust formed 
when the Solar System 

was created. 
 

Stardust returned to Earth 
on Jan 14, 2006. 

Comet Wild 2 (reconstruction) 



Credit & Copyright: Brad Goldpaint (Goldpaint Photography)  

Meteors: Rock Sized Remnants of 
Accretion 

 Meteor over Crater Lake, Oregon 



A New Theory of Planet Formation? Sept 2011 
http://news.discovery.com/space/are-rocky-worlds-naked-gas-giants-110916.html?print=true  

• Two English astronomers have offered a new idea: 

• Planets began large, like  
Saturn, and got smaller 

• Drag from surrounding  
particles slowed them down 

• They drifted to the Sun  
which stripped away the 
outer layers of gas 

• Leaving the rocky core 



Beta pictoris is the first debris disk imaged around another star! 
Several planetesimals found and there are indications that planets have formed within the 

“debris” disk. It is likely the processes of planet formation is still ongoing 



EVIDENCE AND OUR EFFORTS 
 

HOW DO WE KNOW? 



How Do We Know the Age of The Solar System? 

• Radiometric dating techniques 
 dates of material from early 
days: 

– Moon rocks 

– Meteorites 

– All have similar dates: c. 4.56 
billion years 



How Do We Know About the Formation of the 
Solar System? 

• The idea of ‘Accretion’ has been 
around since the 18th century 

• Evidence: 

– Knowledge of how gravity 
works 

– In the 1990s, direct evidence 
of planets and solar nebula 
around other stars 



The Science is Evolving Fast, Largely Due to New 
Instruments and technology 

Our understanding of solar system is being greatly 
enhanced by new instruments! 

1. Better Earth-based telescopes: allow us to see 
much more from Earth 

2. Satellites: allow closer observation of our own 
solar system 

3. Space-based telescopes such as Kepler: Now 
allow us to detect planets around other stars 



Earth-based Telescopes Have Become Much 
More Powerful 

5,000 meters high in the dry air of the Andes, lit up by the moon, 

nestling in the Milky Way. 

These 66 high precision antennae are designed to explore the 

universe at wavelengths 1,000 times longer than visible light 

Credit & Copyright: Stéphane Guisard (Los Cielos de America), TWAN 

Chile: Alma, The “Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array” 



The SKA (Square Kilometer Array): Australia & S. Africa 

Links thousands of receptors whose total collecting area will be 

about one sq. km, making it the largest ever telescope 



Satellites: Voyager 1 
• Launched 1977 with Voyager 2, in 2014 it was 19 b. km from Earth 

• Moving at 17 km/second; it now takes over 17 hrs for data to reach Earth 

• Its plutonium power source should allow it to keep sending data until c. 2025 



Satellites can visit our solar system: 
Jupiter’s moon: Io 
most geologically active body in  
the Solar System 

Extreme volcanism  

probably driven by a  

sea of magma just below  

the surface 
Data from the Galileo spacecraft 

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap130804.html  



“Like Being There!” Mars From Opportunity Rover  
360° PANORAMA JULY 2012 

Opportunity’s 

tracks 



First complete maps of Mercury: Feb 2013 
• Based on images from Nasa’s “Messenger” Spacecraft, in orbit 

since late 2011 



Space-based satellites like “Kepler”  
launched, March 6 2009 



Photo of a Planetary System Forming 

• Nov 2014: 
http://www.bbc.com/news/science
-environment-29932609  

• HL Tau is a young star, less than 1 
Million years old 

• Around it the Alma radio telescope 
photographed gaps swept clear by 
planets as they form 

• The first time such processes have 
been observed! 



Summary 

• Our Sun: is a star like billions of other stars in our galaxy 

• As with many other stars, a ring of debris orbited it 
shortly after formation that eventually turned into 
planets 

• Inner planets rocky; outer planets gassy 

• Rocky planets created by ACCRETION 

• Rocky planets, such as our Earth, are chemically richer 

 Goldilocks condition for Life depending on proximity 
to host star! 

 


